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GOALS'

Goal 1. To understand the.general purposes, the physical aspects.and
the philosophical components of Classroom Meetings

Activity 1,- Leader's presentatiOn of an overview of classroom
meetings

. -

Goal 2 To understand the Specific types of classroom meetings and how
to begin them

Activity 1- Classifying classroom meetings

Activity 2 - Generatingstopics for the classroom -meeting types

Activity 3 - Getting started pointers

Goal 3 To learn leadership techniques for facilitating effective
classroom meetings ,

Activity 1 -.What npt to do'

Activity 2 - What to do

Activity 3 - The Game Plan

Activtty 4 - Putting it togethei
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ACTIVITYTIRECfIONS'

4 1

X

,Goal 4: To understand e general purposes, the physical aspects
and the philosop ical components of classroom meetings.

.4
MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: newsprint and felt pen and /or overhead pro-

jector, transpirehcies (optionalYoParticipant Wprksheetj
F, Participant SummariesA,2.

ARRANGEMENTS/PREPARATION: arrange ciairs in a circle format.

w

vActiv#y - "Overview of Classroom Meetings"

ObAective: Participants will learn, the basic principles of ,

' Classroom Meetings and will list 4 initial responses to
the principles.
.--` N

.
, .

.

Preparation: Ia 're Either newsprint or an overhead projec o
.avai3Able to summarize. the mai points., -,-. . -.

Give afmini lecture on th urposes, physical aspects
andLphilesophical lassroom-meetings. Read
theledder's summaries of s om meetings #1 and #2.
Be sure to emphasize the follo

t
ng points..

ss1.Classroom eetings
,

promote succei .

''.
\ ,

,

V

w2. ClassiooM eetings'have a structure.

3. ClaSsroom etings involve behavior assessment,
planning an ,icemmittment to a plan. tt.

.

,

4, Punishment is not consistent with the:classroom
meeting model.,

. .

Have partiCipants turn to P-handOut #1. and ill out'
, individUally.- Withima llrge,group context, ask participants

yhd are willing to share sbm0)..(their responses. Tell par-
ticipants that pa cipSnt s ries 1, 2 are for _their review.

.4 .
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°al 2: To understand thd specific types of classr m meetingb
and.hdw-to begin them.

MATERIALS/ENIPMENT: newsprint and a felt pen, Participant
. Worisheer,2, 3:and Participant Summary 3>.

ARRANGEMENTS/PREPARATION: 'Same

GI

aa abov . 1

I
Activity I "Classroom Meeting Types"

,f

1

c

bbjectiv: Participants will categorize three types of class-
oom meeting.

Preparation: Read the leader's summary #3 on types of meetings. .

GiZze.an overview of the three types of elassrObrir 7

meetings. Be sure to emphasite: .

J. how the purpose 'of,each group is different .

2. that involvement is decision-making, participation
and problemApolving undelgirds each type

Have Participants turn-to P,woiksheet #2 and classify
NIzthe'seetings according to the situation. I

Quickly check with the whal\e grobp for the appropriate,
answers and clarify any questions Tell participantsithat
participant Summary #3 is for their review., -qv,.

7

ACtivit- "Generating/Topics"

Objective: Participants 'wall listiat least three topics-of
,discussion'fopeach'lf the-meeting types.

Preparation:.- iiime'ad for Actity 1. .

Ask participants to divide by primary (K 2) or intermediate
(3-6) levek of background and/or interests'. ,In small. groups of
not more tharefourj instruct participants togenerate topic,/

) forjeach,of the types of classrobmAdetings.'
To synthesize, take each type of meeting one at a time and

ask participants to.share'with each other topics they have
generated.

,

5 )



1Act,i4i 3 . fttitg St' rted Pointers"

aume) Participants will am specific pointerafor.starting
allod cotxducting Classroom Meetings.

' L.

I

t

...1,40&t,..,otlp: Read/ the leader's summary of starting and conducting
poltiteks,i4,

011ie at overview of the matevial 'place participants
totaollc questions. Summarize the main point oh newsprint or
a 'elltal-kboffrd. . *

/e A

r

F

'

44
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Goal 3: To,leirn leadership
classrodm meeqsIgs.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: newsprint

ARRANGEMENTS/PREPARATION: Have
pieces for 4-5:players

chniques for facilitating effecti'e

and felt pen, participant Worksh4ts

,A -

enough gapkboards and accompanying
to.each Ore. r

- ;

,
,Activity 1 - "Looking at whaC MOT tlp Dod '--

.4-
.

.--N .

v. -;
..0 ,,, .

-,,-rObJec'tAve: Talticipants will lArniszcific behgv4ors to .avoid i

for effectiie leadership'of class om,meetings. 1 '

A . r
ar io : Be

thoa

roughly familiatr,With the, twelve negative
q beh ars in taleader's suronlary 4n sabotage techniqua4 .

-,
\ Ask'participants to tu.r to their worksheet #4 on sabotage

techniques.

'Go °v it. each negative' leader behavior with a brie
discussion. Ask Oierticip3ants tomark:rhe techniques they woliftl
most likely.use IF they wanted to sabotage thpselves, as eyective

/ leader . (If some ,resist this concept "I wouldn't sabotige myself.,

N

dershix(
4,

I wo ALyant'toclo a good Ai!" etc., ask themAo,pieiend there.
is a sneaky, rebellious pert of'them that might want to
sabotage and that.thei would Ohly.be'pretending.

)

titrity 2 - "Looklu at,W4at We Do'

.? 0
i

Objective: iripants w 11 learn of spe ific skills which
facilitate effOtive
/

,

!reparation: Be-thoroughly4amiliar 'with the eig t faciliative
) leadership techniques specific responses in the' leader's A'

?ummary #6.

Ask,participants to read thglr worksheet #5 on the .eight:,
leadership skills: Ask them tO mark'the items.according
to the directions on their worksheet.

Discus? each -skill separately. Tell the participants
that they will, be- using this material- for part of a gtiMe
which is the next activity.

12
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Activity 3 - "The Game Plan's"(

Objective: Participants will synthesize information within the
context of a simulation style'ginie.

. _

Preparation:'.Have enough game,hoards for 4 -5 member participant
groups./Check for the follOWing gaffe parts: 1 game board;'
markers for each player; I die; 15 CHANCE CARDS;, 15 LEADER
RESPONSES CARD$; 15 SABOTAGE CARDS; 15 LEADER SKILLS CARDS;
game,directionO; and handouts frOm the workship (for players
reference).

Read: the game directions and be familiar with the
various situations and responses.

GAME DIRECTIONS
-1

1. Atoll the die-the player with the aghest naOlber
is first, next highest number isecond, and so
on.

2. EaCh player rolls the die and moves around the
gome board.

3. The game is over when one player has passed FINISH
or when the allotted time is ov r (the one closest
to,FfNISH is the "winner").

.4. There `are four major,drawing piles:

\'*15'CHANCEC S-the player does what the card says,
61t.stays on the space where he landed.

*15 LEADER RE PONSE CARDS-the play reads the situotion
'shod and the moves forward or backwards as the
card directs.

*15 SABOTAGE CARDS-the player reads the card aloud and
answiArsthe question. If he is correct, he gets to
rollfOgain. (Some of the sabotage cards, require the
accompanying ,situation card.")

*15 LEADER SKILLS CARDS-the player reads the situation
aloud and then moves forwards or backwards as the card
directs.

5. A player may draw from each pile only once during any
one turn.

See the leader's summary #7 of the content of the four drawing
piles for greater familiarity with specific content.

I

13



Activity 4 -'"Putting It Together"

Objective: .Participants will role-play "selling" the idea of
classroom meetings to an administrator.

Preparation: Be familiar with the directibns for switching roles
from actor to responder,to observer in participant worksheet #6.

Ask participants to form in groups of three. Tell them
to look at their worksheet for the directions for role-playing.
Go over the directions with the participants. After the groups
have begun, let each role-playing'go for 5 minutes with about
3 minutes for feedback from the observer and responder.
Continue this 5- and 3-minute format until all members have

40 been the actor once.
Finish this exetcise and workshop with a synthesis of the

salient "selling" points,participants generated.

(

14
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LEADER'S SUMMARIES
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C1 rooth Meetin s

Leader'Nummary of Classroom Meetings #1

Allow students to experience Glasser's three components_of
success.
- involvement
- relevance

'- thinking

2. Provides success- experience. No one in class can fail because
in a class. meeting there is no right or wrong answer.

3. Allows the more and less capable students in a class to interact
on /kg equal basis.

4.. Promotes cohesiveness of class.

5. Solves many classroom problems.

Physical Aspect of Class Meetings

1. Need ground rules for on ucting meetings.
-get the group into a close circle in the classroom, teacher
and students.

- work on an idea which has no right or wrong answer; not a
factual or simple answer; open ended subject.

-attempt to solve the individual and group educational
priallIOSS of the class and the school-to solve the problems

living in their school world.
1 problems relative to the class as a group afid to any

individual in the class are'eligible for discussion.
-discussion itself should always be directed toward solving
the problem: the solution should never include punishment
or fault finding.
-meeting help just prior to a natural class break-lunch,
recess, etc.

2. Meeting time should be consistent.
-Elementary school-at least once a day.
- High school-perhaps two or three times a week.
- Length of individual meeting would vary according to grade
level of participants.

1G
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eader's Summary of Classroom Me4ings#2

. . They (school systems) must help people develop the
sense that ,',I'm somebody, people care abbot me, and I care
about other people. I've learned successfully some things
that are useful and also make sense tame, and while I may
not be able to use them directly right now or later, they're'
still good and I feel good about what I've learned.' . . . /."

-taken from "A Talk With William Glaiser,"Learning,
:December 1972.

The Reality Concept - William Glasser

Description and History:.

The Reality Concept is.based on the theory that a set cedsful
identity is fouhd only through responbible behavior sponsibilitv.
is defined as the ability to fulfill one's needs, 4° o do it 'in a way
that does not deprive others of the fulfillment of t. eir needs. Respon---
sibilityAs brought about through an examinatiOn of goals, values,' and
behavior, and followed up by planned behaviOrChanges.

The Reality Concept is one of the most'recent bebnrior. change
Lapproaches. It was developed by Dr. Willis* Glasser and Dr. G. L.
Harrington during. the 1950's during theirWork.at the Ventura Scho#1
forLirls in Southern California.N-This concept is. designed "td help
those already successful to maintsbin their competence and help others
becOme successful."

Principles'of the Reality Concept ( *applied herecto the classroom situatio44Y.

1. Involvement - This begins with the .teacter'who needs to be
warm, sensitive, understanding and hOneet. This kind of
relationship is.essential. Only when a feeling of care and
concern is established through involvement 'can progress
occur. This care is not a blind acceptance of all the child's
actions and feelings. It is a concern which is shown through
praise for acceptable behavior and rejection of unacceptable
behavior. The teacher must be tough - he Orshe must be able
to survive the anxiety produced in suck,disapproving situations.

.

It is felt that in this'way, the teacher's concern is much
more real to the student when he is encouraged to.become
'involved with those around him. 4,

<2. Current Behavior - Although the child's past and his feelings
about it.are acknowledged in the Reality Concept, the emphasis
is on current behavior. It is hoped that this will discourage

.4
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the student lrom relying on his pastor his feelings as
excuses for present actions. The emphasis is put on "what"
,(referring to behavior) and "how" (referring to'reactions
and feelings about behavior), rather than "why". .This helps
the child become aware of his behaVior and to understand that
his behavior is a self-involveMent that .he chooses.

3. Evaluating Behavior-- Although the teacher serves to guide
and suggest behavior, the final judgement on the value of
behavior is left.to the student. He is responsible for
critically judging his actions and its value to himself and
to others. When a.childdecides that an illegal or "negative"
Action has value for him, he must be advised of the likely
conseque es of his actions and be willing to accept -them.
The'resp risibility is in his hands.'

.1

4. Planning Responsible Behavior - Once a value judgement is
made about a particular behaVior, the teacher and student
work together to plan future-responSible behavior. Often
the student is at a loss in this area. The teacher guides and
,suggests appropriate behaviors, but the student:makes the
final decision as to what is 'best for him and for others
involved. Plans must be realistic and appropriate. They are
revisable if foundto be unworkable, but a good effort should
be made to carry it out.

5. Commitment'- Either verbal or written, the student must
truly commit himself to the plan. Because of the involvement
he has established with another individual; it is easier, to
commit himself. Someone elSe cares whether he succeeds'or not.
Thig if Ivement-is especially essentialat this point in time.
Written commitments are encouraged as they often seem stronger .

and more real to the "student.

6. Accept Na Excuses -(If a plan does not. work out, the values
professed must first be examined. If/they are still valid,
the plan must be re-evaluated. If the plan is reasonable,
phe individual then must either re-commit himself or completely
uncommit himself from the plat and devise a new, more appropriate
or "feasible one.

7. No Punishment - Punishment breaks the involvement necessar
for the person to succeed. Encouragement, on the other ha
solidtfies involvement. Thus, good behavior is encouragge,
failures are de-,,vmphasized. Punishment tends to reinforce

1

one's failure dentity and increase his sense of loneliness and
'hopelessness, ften re ulting in withdrawal and/or hostility.
Itodoes not al]ow the ndividual to judge his own behavior.

13
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Consequences of behavior are different from punishment,

which tends to be punitive. Consequences give the individual

feedback on his behavior and allows him to redirect his actions.

Materials by William Glasser:

Reality Therapy'(1965)
The Identity Society (1971)
Schools Without Failure (1968),

Parent Involvement Program 1972)

19 k
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Leader's Summary of Classroom Meeting Type/s #3

Social-Problem Solving Meeting

'Concerned with'student's social behavior in school; i.e., the
senior f are particularly noisy during their free study period. ThiS
disturbs other students and teacherS. How can this be handled?

'All problemsrelitive to the class as a group and to any individual
in the class are eligible for discussion.

The disCussion itself should always be directed to solving the
prob196; the solution should never include punishment or fault,-
finding.

Open-Ended Meetings

'Concerned with intellectually,important subjects.. Stutents are asked
to discuss an thought-provoking quest ns related to their lives;

'i.e., What wou d you buy '- vc, 441041 P d dollars?

'Type of meeting which ahu ed most often, even where behavior
problems are most.Orevalei The more it's used, the more i's
Applicable.

.0/

Educational-Diagnostic Meetings

'Alwayn directly related to what class is studying; i.e., the class
is diSappoInted that after studying the American Revolution, the
students still, didn't feel they understood the dimensions of it.

Can be used by the teacher for a quick evaluation of whether teaching
procedures in the clas are effective.

20t
- 11 -



Leader's Summa)ry 9f Pointers for Starting and Conducti g Classroom Meetings 114

Conducting Cl #sroom Meetings - Getting Meetings Started

1. Glasser's,educational philosophy should be 4iscussed and understood
by the school faculty.'

2. Some faculty member, pieferably one whp-havhad some experience in
conducting class meetings, shoUld demonstrate meetings-to indiviipga
members and to the whole faculty. 4.T

3. The large-circle seatingrarrangeTent has been proven to be most
.effective_in stimulatinglcommunication.

.4. Teacher should'sit in a different place in the circle each day; and
he/she should make a systematic e1 rt to arrange the students so
that th" noeting will be most productive.. "isitors to meetings are ,

welcome_

5'. In learning to conduct meetings, teachers might team, either as
observers or co-leaders.

6. Subjects for open-ended discussion may be introduced by the teacher,,
as he/she sees fit,'or by the class.

7. Meetinjduration should depend Upon the age and meeting experience
of the class.

!Primary students may find it difficult to maintain attention .

for.more than 15 minutes, but the time might be increased
up tot30 minutes.

1'30 minutes is a good'-meeting time for-intermediates and higher
grades.

Probably better to hold meetings to a specific duration than
to allow them to vary in time from day to day.
Teachers shopld be allowed to cut off a meeting.
'Meetings 0duld be held before a natural cutoff such .as lunch
or recess.

4

Meetings should be regularly scheduled and consistent:- daily,
if possible but at least once a week.

k 4

8. Children seem to respond best if they are given an opportunity to
raise their hands. It may 4. possible to run meetings-in which children
politely wait their t "irns to talk, but this is a difficult goal to
accomplish. Older students shOuld be allowed to speak without
what to them seems childish.hand raising.

2- 12 -



9.. A teacher should never 4liiterrupt a Student to "correct bad grammar
bad ueage, or mild profan4y. ...,Tgacher may intervene when student'

- goes on rndlessly Wlbtring the class.

10. Students may become very_personal. Tesler should accept these-
comments, but ma ask s4Ident to discuss something he/

' starts talking of drunken 'brawls, etc.
rt

. 4

Conductidg Classroom Meetings Getting Meetings Stiotted

1. Teacher should feel program is'of value.

2; Teacher should be enthusiastic.

3. ?leacher should not become discouraged if meetings are not good
/every-day.

r , 44. Topics must be relevant,' interesting/, and thought-provoking.
'Specific 'questions draw more response than general ones.
'Teacher must be prepared to follow up quest's s and discupsions.
Besides the topic,

(

e/she needs additional uestiOns to keep.
meetinggoi4g. ,k

y 6'Topics may me from glass or from teacher.
. y

.c1

ti
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s Summary of Sabotage Techniques-'

1: Orde' ring,'directing, and commanding- -=
.'

'' Theteacher'wants to keep ilhings well under,control nd demands
.-*thatthe child get rid of negative feelings immediate arid°

n
ffigpe up!).

'214.0/artiiini, admonishing,, car threating---

The teacher-threate946 the child with the c sequences thit will
occur if he does something.

V
Moralizing and) preaching - --

The teacher tells t e students what he sho 4,t1 or what he. ought
to do 6/hat's ri ht and is congerned th
'proper" feeling.,

4: Advising and lecturing---

The teacher tries to show his superiorfty by apntinually' ivin
the child solutions to his problems.

the child has the

. Communicating logic and Taking an appeal to the-child's reasoner --

The teacher again shows wperiority by giving facts or a counter-
. argument and by lect4ing.

6. Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, or 41amirlg a child
..

The teacher has already pronounced a verdict of "guilt)T. without a
trial. He is interested in proving that he is at*ays right and that
the child is always wrong.

/

7.,A5?a4sing, agreeing, evaluating positive1;3 buttering, up - --

.
The teacher demonstrates partiality to a student and tends- to praise
the person rather 'than the act..

.74

8. Nance-calling, ridiculing, shaming---

The tea&lerjs interested inn being right and puts the student down
with sarcasm or joking:

iga

23
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,9. viychoarlalyzing thectIld; interpretlng, diagnosing--

( -1W4ththe best of intentions, the teacher tries to analyze e Problemr
sp that he canA)e.in a better 'position to "set th child styaight"::''

10. sympathizing; consgling4 supportipg.- -

Simple'reassura c4','apat on the.back, and'the-pretense4that
`well when it is 't are the teacher's
and anxieties.

7/-11: Probing, questioning, interrogating---

wer to a childls worries

r.)

The teac wants to know "who, what, when, where, nd why." This-
IL -could,be ed to excuse himself from.involvement or possibly

to gather very detail in order to-solve thA child's problem for

ON2. Laughing, offeips diverting responses; distracting the child, or
withdrawingliom the relationship entirely-

-,

The teacher also-attempts to exc se himse from involvement by
treating the chilreg feelings Whtly.

4,

*Adapted from Effectiveness Training by Dr. Thomas Gordon.

24
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lat'84- er I VillniarY of Specific Effective Leader (Teacher) Responses #6
r .

Ole ee often affective "response`. it.ts necessary toihllOw
gfOup 001bore time to think. ,.,Given such time, each member, will bs )able to iflontYy somsthing learned from the experience of other class'
tOnlbers. A petIod o' silence That-seems like an' eternity to ,the

.,' leader ,with 'right" answer's is in reality only 30 seconds. Many. i.

\._ tiPlig .r0."q)lieTilbera.anle-counted on to fill the'void of silence. AI
A4L.40Itif lelea,and thoughtfulness will produce more larning than
.41 clozeo "right ,''.ansv`iers

.

. X ,.,, ,..., 0 .,
TI) ke Ot t tried to cooperate,,but 4had a 'hard time finding
Place.tq stn t." A repeat lets members know they are heard,

2. "Yttu' i d

0,40es the 'a chance -to 'hear themselve , and gives an opportunity
toP 'cotter? tioa if the leader has per

.
d. incorrectly.,

3. 4f21P.P1-4: /f another member has previously reported a similar situation,
lipPbur expatlelle was similar to . ." ovYBoth you and
had tr%bl'e Orld±ng a way to cooperate with your brothers." Misery'
tic,8 tint 1-4ve norapan37 butpeople do.

-
10' '...

14. kor- otici-es_ts :' The ',repeat" above is a content response because
it parAlphf%es What happened. This is more- conifortiAg than a
teP POI:3e 4Zf feeling WhiChwtall be illustrated later.

i

. 1

5. te_find z 04:veti an Opportunity;'most children Will gladly this you
ttbrot their eXPlitrience and in the-process cl rify the situation. %
1VAIYQu Fl.i.,t's more about what your brothe was doing?" "Whit
mil yo14.tfY to do?"

'the keraher, sftlses;Ja genuine interest and the desire of others
o to hole 1, The leader may wish to build excitem at either,.with

'the raenlbe f the entire group. The same situation sents
the 'oPPort tY

6. Actlose: Once a basic relationifilp'' exists between the
legAziq iina the group as well as amo'hg group members, the leader maxtalc, action re OnseS. The basic relationship means that a_
au9Port lye. sltul° exists cehd the response will not bes
PefeiNd eig c5ticism.or a ptit down.

,4
4

7. 11!:teootis Like action responses; feeling risponses'are more
Pegionfq. :to identify the feeling, think first in gross term ,of
PeiPlitad Pfl-aeate and then narrow to the more specific feeling.
"W4-14ete.letcY discouraged' at not being able to get something s3

attPted.",_'Were you annoyed ?" Again, a wrong guess enables you.to laprove Your mark.
4, 41-
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87. Ask fOt. an Explanation: By comparison, why questions are mire exciting
an ,what, when, or ,where questions, but' why questions demand an

explanation: "Why wouldn't yOur brOther 'let tly9u. help him?" "Why
did you wait. until yesterday to ry to cooperate with Out hrOther?"
Most of the time children do not ow the "why" of theip behaviors
and lap ,feel defensive in their fforts to come \up. with the ."right"
answer.-

-s., Compare the feeling tone generated bythe above su.estions with
the more comforting "When did you 'start yesteidayr, "Whey ere
you.when you tried:to cooperate ?" "Who Was\with you?" -75i general,
"why" questions are probably, Co be avoided by the diaCussion grodp_
leaden but on occasion they will 'fk in with yodi goals

7

1)
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Leader's Summary of Leader Response Game Cards #7

"

Y are leadi g yqwr second classroom:meetingend you still feel
a hit nervous. Joanie has just deagriVed a problem she'has had with
her usin and has asked, "What .shOld I have done?" The "right"
4enswer seems obvious to. you - yet gone of .,the other students are
volunteering's solutjon. So,,,to keep things "moving", you. suggest
your "right" answer, In,this case, SILENCE would have been an effeotive

**-- response. Thirty. 'seconds may seem like an eternity to ,you
but it would have allowed other* to-get up-the courage to speak out

RACK 1 SPACE

.lemie has just posed a question about one of the ideas presented
during- -the classroom meeting. You decide to use SILENC -61 a response
fOrJimie. Aftera short while, Susan - who usually difficult time

4 Speaking before the others --begins to explain her viewpoint concerning
the idea in question. Good leader. response!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

Tou have been having classroom meetings for a few weeks and you
are now. teaching about'the-goals of Misbehavior. The students are
:not becoming involved in the, discussion very'easily. To illustrate yoUr
teaching point and to get"the discussion going, you begin to describe
a personal example Of an'attention-getting method you used as a
child. This is a good use of CONCRETENESS in response to the tenston
of the grvp.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

This is the tenth classroom meeting and the students are very
interested, in having an opportunity to discuss and receive help with
their personal situations. However, as leader you have been giving several
examples from your own experiences to teach specific points. This extensive
uae of CONCRETENESS responses by the leader is unwise. CONCRETENESS
should be used sparingly by the leader in the later group sessions.

GO' BACK 1 SPACE

2
18 -
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The REPEAT RESPONSE: Maggie has been reluctant to get. involved.
in the classroom medingjdiscussions. Today, however, she timidly tells
of a problem situaa:bn'she is having with her brother. You want her
to feel understood end comfortable iti sharing. So you repeat the basic
content: "You woul4 like to get/along better with your brother, but
You're having a hard time knowing how and where'to start."

r
'

- _!.:. GOP AHEAD' 1. SPACE

1
Peter is attempting to describe,ai the class 'Meeting how his

sister teases and bothers him at the dinner table. You respond: "I
remember from last week that Jason was describing a similar

rr

problem. Both of you seem to hale behavior troubles with sisters who,tea e
you." This was a good PAIRING response for you to make.

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

You and your students are holding an educational - diagnostic 1

classroom meeting. You are concerned that the unit on the Civil War.
did not have a full impact on'the students. JimMy reMarkS that he
really didn't understand all the things that caused the war to begin.
After a few other comments, Linda also remarks that she didn't see why
the South wanted to go to. war. As the leader you want the students
to 'feel comfortable while risking and revealing themselVes so you
use a PAIRING response: "Both'you anol'Jimmy have similat'difficulties ,n
understanding the basic causes of the Civil War".

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

This is'the first classroom meeting and the students seem somewhat
ill -at- ease.. You have decided that you want to establish a comfortable
atmosphere(for them to share in; so you direct most of your remarks
about their situations to RESPONDING TO CONTENT. For example, Joy
described how the six graders often chase and tease them on the
playground. You react with: "You would like to getsalong with the
older children and not, have them tease you, yet-you aren't sure how
to start?"

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

Phillip is trying t;Ntlst the help of the other students in
14.

the classroom meeting. He wants to learn how to stop the way his2
brother picks on him at home. The group has met several times tether

- 19 -
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now and you would like to,build a little more excitement in the group.
So you'ask Phillip: "Tell us more about what your brother does to
you. What do you do while he acts this way?" Good use of an'EXPAND-

'RESPONSE. d

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

You have been having weekly classroom meetings for many months
now, and he class has become a close, supportive group. Andy bas
brought up a problem he is having with a close friend in another
classroom. You give an.ACTION RESPONSE: "What would you like to
do about it, Andy?" this launches Andy and the group into generating
a plan on how to handle,the situation,

p0 AHEAD 1 SPACE!

Jeff came tS school. this morning noticeably upset. During the class-
'room meetFing he explained how before school he had fallen on the sidewalk,
tore his leans, and the other boys had laughed at him. You quietly
remarked\_ "You must have felt,hurt and maybe a little angry when they
laughed at you." Good FEELING RESPONSE.

GO AHEAD:2 SPACES!

Your class has been having meetings once a week for several months
now. A few students are discussing the gym teacher's methods of inking
each studiiit perform before the entire class. Holly remarked, "Yesterday
we were suppose to take turns doing cart wheels in front of everyobe.

-( I couldn't do one and they laughed at me." You respond, "You must have
felt hurt and embarrassed when they,laughed at you." Good FEELING '

RESPONSE.

CO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

The topic being discussed at today's classroom meeting is
"tardiness and its consequences," Jeff is cOmplaining that he was
late yesterday because his mother didn't. make sure he got up in time.
You respond:' "Why did you decide that getting to school on time was
her responsibility and not yours?" This ASK-FOR-AN-EXPLANATION-RESPONSE
(tbe Why-question) is usually to be avoided by the group leader. It is
oftentocconfrontive fora group member. Rarely - in extreme cases -
would this type of response fit in with your goals.

GO BACK 1 SPACE!

29
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:Leader's Summary of Sabotage Game Cards

Situation Card:
-

. It is the second classroom meeting and the student's are leaning the
techniques of how to function within the group setting. Today'S topic
is "student responsibility at recess and in the lunch room." The
meeting is at the pointwhere the students are looriening up and really
getting into the discussion./ Bob now pregents a related topic to the
group: "We've been talking about how we should act at recess and lunch,
but we hive a big problemitoo. It's Mrs. Fetters (a woman who is employed ki,
as the lunch room superviior).: She's a real pain! She won't let us
talk or laugh while w( eat lunch and if we do, she yells at us.
And we have to eat sojast;. all she says is 'Hurry, hurry, hurry - the
-next,group will be here soon.' (Bob mimics,her voice.) It makes my
stomach hurt. 'She's dumb and I don't like her!"

Sabotage 1- C.M.

Situation: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: "Bob! I'don't want to hear you talking about,006.
Fetters that way again! She is the lunchroom supervisor and,you are to
do what she says!"

If the teacher consistently uses this type of response in the clasi-
room meeting, he will destroy the progress of the group. What type
Of sabotage technique is the teachei'using?

If you said something like:
Ordering - Directing - Commanding

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: "Bob, if I hear you talk that way about Mts. Fetters
again, I will contact your parents! And if you can't keep on the topic
.of our group discussion, then you will have to leave the room!"

If this teacher consistently uses this type of response, she
will destroy the progress of the group. What type of sabotage technique
is the teacher using?



If you aid something like; (

W ing - Admonishing 4 Threatening

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the "situati 'card."

Teacher Response:, "Oh, Bob! (Patronizing tone of voice) you know you
phouldn't speak that way aio t.Mis. Fetters. We shall& alWeys respect
dui elders, dear:" 1

4.

\ -If this teacher consist tly uses this type, of _response; she will
deetroy the growth of the 'g oup. What type of sabotage.technique
is the teacher using?

1

---....,

If you se* so:sett:1ms like,`-

Moralising - PreachIS-
'

\ ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the "Situation card."

A
Teacher Response: "Now, Bob, you know the situation in,the lunch room.
If I were yoU, I'd fused() what Mrs. Fetters says. Of course, another
way of handling. the problem is to talk to Mrs. Fetters.about how you
feel." 4

This teacher consietently uses this type of response and he is
inhibiting any progresain the group. 'What type of' sabotage technique:
is this teacher tising?.'

If you said somet ng like:
Advising - Lect ring

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Reid the "situation card"

Teacher Response: -(Patronizing voice tone) "Now Bob stop to think.
You know how loud.and,slow it can be when everyone talksAnstead of
eating lUnch. Mrs. etters is just trying to keep your lunch period,.-
'running smoothly:"'

If this teacher co tinues using this type of response, he will inhibit
any group progress. at type of sabotage technique teacher using?,

yr-
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If you A 1
id something like: f

Communicating Logic and Making An Appeal' to the Child's Reason
, 1 /

ROLL AGAIN!
4It .. .,.

Situaftont Read the "situation card." 4

. , p
Teacher Response: "Bob, -'I doubt if Mrs. Fetters would bother you so much
if you weren't always goofing off during lunch period! Mrs. Fetters is
trying to do a good job - why don't you help her out."

If this reacher continues using this type of response, he will
inhibit any groupgrowtti. What type of sabotage technique is the teacher
using?

If you said something like:
Judging - Criticizing - Disagreeing - Blaming

ROLL AGAIN!

Sition: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: "You're a good group member for bringing this to
our attention, Bob. Maybe we should look into it. You're such good
boys and-girls for not causing Mrs. Fetters a lot of trouble."

If this, teacher consistently uses this type of response, she will ..-

destroy the progress of the group. What type 'of sabotage technique is
she using?

If you said something like:
Praising (the person and not the act) - Agreeing - Evaluating

Positively - Buttering up - Overly Approving.

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the 'situation card."

Teacher Response: (sarcastic tone of voice) "Bob! Of all the ridiculous
things' to say! Maybe your stomach ache is from your lunch and not'frpm d

Mrs. Fetters!"
Continual use of this type of response will inhibit any progress this.

teacher might hope the group will make. What kind of sabotage technique
is he using?

3"4
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If you said something like:

Name-calling - Ridiculing - Shaming

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the dsituation card."

Teacher Response: "Now Bob,help me to understand this problem.
Exactly what does Mrs. Fetters say when you begin to talk to each
other? And is that talking in "quiet voices" or talking loudly'
across the room?...."

Continuance of this type 'of response will hinder any group,
progress. What type of sabotage technique is .this teacher using?

If you said domething like: 3

Psychoanalyzing the Child.- Interpreting - Riagnositig

ROLL AGAIN!

SituatioX: Read the "situation card.'

Teacher Response: "Oh, Bob, I'm 'sorry to hear about this. I'm sure,
though,- that irwe all,try,Aaid to help Mrs. Fetters during lunch
period, it will turn out all right."

'Constant use of this kind of resporise durinca group meeting 4411
inhibit progress. What-type of Sabotage techni4fie is the teacher \
using?

4

If you said something:',,like:-.)

Reassuring - Sympathizing, Consoling, Supporting

ROLL AGAIN!

Situation: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: "Let's look at this a bit
'Mts. Fetters ye 'at? ....Can you th4nk of a
gets so upset? ...."

If the teacher uses this kind of
destroy the progress of the classroom
technique is the teacher using?

33
24-
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If you said something like:
Probing - Questioning - Interrogating

O

ROLL AGAIN!,

Situation: Seta the "situation card."

I'm sure it isn't that bad! * Why don't
with kindness.' Tell me latqF how'it

Teacher Response: "Oh, Bob -
you try 'killing Mrs., Fetters
goes."

This type of response wil
kind of sabots e technique is.

rf

If you said Something like:,
Laughing - Offering Diverting Response - Distracting the Child -

Withdrawing from the Relationship Entirely
.

ROLL AGAIN!

There are usually foui major steps in trylng to deal with a giloup,
member who playa's consistent,and disruptive sabotage garnet- (1) youe-
respond by refdtring to the content of his.stattements;(2) you let,
the grodp discuss "what is happening now" or "What is:really being
said here"; (3) you disclose re- and - now -type feelings; and (4) you

talk to the individual outside Of the grqup'setting. 'You have such
a group member and you have reached step #4. Whitt kinds of things
might you say to this individual?

soon discourage any group progresd. What
this teacher using?

If you said something like:
The leader could suggest that the child make a contribution to the

group (i.e. helping someone else speak out more).

Or

The leader could confront, the individual about his purposes in the
form of an I-message.

or

The leader could recommend other resoAces where the individual
might obtain additional help (i.e. the counselor).

Or

34 0
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r . ". J
The leider might suggeat the logical conseqience that the individual

drop out of the group for a while. -.

ROLL AGAIN!..

There are twelve major sabotage techniques that a)defensive leader
cduld "play" while responding to the group. 'Without looking at your -_

band-out, list and describe. four of the,sabotage techniques.
4 .

,

If _you described any foUr of the

1." Orderink, directing, commandi g
2.' Warning, admonishing, threat ing
.3. Nbrp.izing, and preaching
4. A4visingand lecturing
5. Communicating' logic and making an appeal to reasdh
6. Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, blaming
7. Praising/child and not the act; buttering up, approving
8. Ube-calling, ridiculing, shaming,
9. Psychoanalyzing, interpretini diagnosing

10. Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supporting,
11. Probing, questioning, interro Ming

Responses;12. '.Laughing, offering.diverting esponses; distracting, withdrawing

-

ROLL AGAIN!

Group members can also sabotage the'classroom meetings. Their,
',behavior is purposive and,..cati usually be described by the "four goals
of misbehavior." Withoui looking at any previous handouts, descrIbe
the four goals of misbehavior and hoW the child wants the teacher to.
feel.

owing:

If you said.somethin4 like:

Goals of Mbehavior

1. ,Attention
2. Power,

3.' Revenge
4. Display of Inadequacy

ROLL AGAIN!

4\

Teacher Feeling

Annoyed
Angry,inovoked,' authority is threat-
ened
Deeply hurt
Despair, hopelessnesp, "I give up"

s



Leader' 16ary of Chance Statement Game Cards #7

Smile at the members of your group.

Wha; if your favorite food? - Why?

'Give an I-message to someone in.your group.

Tell someone in your group what yoU like about him or her.

Describe how you-feel right at this moment.

Tell about a favorite toy you had as a child.
00

you tould change the world What -one thing would yotf change?

Describe the "ideal" student - use only four adjectives.

What is your favorite color? L' Why?,

If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would you, like to o? - Why?

What is your favorite T.V. show? - Why?

-What one thing do you enjoy most about_your jobi '

What one thing do you enjoy least-a UIL your job'..L

'

If you could.change ink any animal, what would yOu become ?' - Why?

What have you done this past week toqlelp sonlione? Tell the group aboui it?

J

3U
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Leader's Summary of Leader Still GameXards'in

It's the ft t session of your classropm meeting-and you.are attempting
to keep the dis ssion.centered around "communication with teachers and
students." H vet-. Joan and Sally a e in the corner driticizing the school
system; Harol Les,and Joe are discussiong communication among them-, .

selves; and e rest Of the members-44he class look bored. This meeting
needs STRUCTURING!

110

GO BACK 3 SPACES l

Theclasstoommeeingisin ses ilOt and the group is ,discussing student.'

. -

4 -

responsibilles as they relate to school. A few ofthe members try-to
.

maneuver the, iscussion into a verbal attack on various teachers t _methods
and requireMents. As leader, however, you bring the conversation back'to pin-
pointing what are the school respon4Ybilities of7children. Good,STRUCTURING!l

GO AHEAD 2'SPACES!

J It is the second meeting you have -tried With your classroom and Carrie
is expressing a concern about how to get along with her brother. As the
leader, you turn to the group and ask, "Hts anyone else also had that kind
of problem ?" ther group members identify with the situation and begin to
respond. good UNIVERSALIZING!

GO AHEAD 3 SPACES!

SuSan is relating 'during the classroom meeting about a conflict. .:

situation she had iith her mother: The result of the conflict left some
imartotions in her mind about why they both acted the way they did. Immediately
.two Classmates respond to her remarks with such comments as "Thai kind of
ding has been bothering me too" and "I had'aaimilar experience with.myl- ..

dad." They are UNIVERSALIZING tgeMselves because of the pattern you
established earlier in the group.

. A '' GO AHEAD. 3 SEACES:t

A'

Sally Ann is concluding an emotional description of how the teacher
on playground duty was unfair to her. All she receives is sympathetic (orc
.embetrassed) mumblings. What could really be helpful hereis FEEDBACK
from the leader and other group members.

GO BACK 2 SPACES

*discuss in your group what could have been sfid to.Sal Remember that
FEEDBACK does not demand -change - it only shires an ob-Servation.

37'
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Your weekly classroom meeting hasjdst begun and preseits his

problem - how to react to a neighborhood bully - before the class. 'Diacu ion

follows. Then, o g t Larry to begin to apply newly 'learned theories to

.--...-tlia spetific'situatio you lead him through a series of questions: What

specifically happehe i'how did it make youleelj, what-did yo b,°theh what
41/ 4happened, and so yon. You are helping Larry in DEVELOPING T ATIVE HYPOTHESES.

. . -
X%

A

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!
...---

so

Cassie excitedly regotsto your classroom meeting about how she
successfully was able o cooperate with her. sister while doing the dinner

'11

dishes. You havelleli d.her in DEVELOPING TENTATIVE HYPOTHESES and she is
riskihg applying these ypofheses. .1

GO ABUD 2 SPACES!

Al is describing how he attempted to respond to Ronnie's trying to
pick a fight with him:' he walked off towards the other side ("he p4Ey-
ground; 'however, when Ronnie followed hink he ended up fighting. All l'ou are

able to concentrate on is his adding to thepower struggle by ekohanging.
blower -'As the leader,' you should encourage him'Thadid try torai himself

froiethe situation as a first step) and try FOCUSING ONaHE POSITIVE.

) GO BACK 2-SPACES

. The goal today for the students in the Classroomtmeeti g is to descri
/-what they like aboUt their parents. Asithe leader, you know how important ',t

it is to tryillOCUgING ON THE POSITIVE..
-

*

( GO BACK 2 SPACES (" -

/ ., ,
....

. j 1 ,

complainsLouis often complains in the clabsroom meetinakhbout the way his little
brothara act toward hit at home. Yet when you try ,c) get him to pinpoint

specific situations and apply the theories he has learned, he noncommiteccly
.,,-. replies, "I'll tty. You feel discouraged because you know that.TASK

SETTING AND OBTAINING C MMITMENTS Are important parts of the learning proceds.

GO BACK. 1 SPACE

The plassroom meetings have been going on for several months now
and the--dilthusiasm and involveMent are showing a definite increase. As

leader, you have established the pattern of a "homework" assignment -.when
applicable - to apply techniques leained during the meeting. Then at the
next class meeting the students report about their experiences. Good
TASK SETTING AND OBTAINING COMMITMENTS!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

;3
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The third classroom meeting is over and twa of the students hive come
/up to you and expressed dissatisfaction with the progress of the group. You
-also have been concerned aboutthe group's involvement. You leave the
school frustrated and a bit discouraged. alIMMARIZING during the meeting

, would have helped to clarify dfeelings an,mistaken impression
k

...

fc cd BACK 1 SPACE ,
-

/row and yout studehts are in the middle of the fourth classroom I
slating. The dl(scua.sion seams to be' floundering. Various members seem
to want to skirt the subject ins tead of talkingiabout Ae real issue at.

d. You stop the discussion /far a minute and ask such questions 4111:

t IS happening to our grouk\how are ytu feeling right nowi what are we
wanting to acco414sh during thili session?"

dOVHEAD.2 *AWES!

t

I

a

if
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Objectilve: To summarize information on classroom meetings.

CLASSROOM MEETING RECAP

TASK DIRECTIONS

Often what a person first recalliOabout a newly learned concept
ur idea is very important. As youitook at the following four stimulus
sentences; tap in on your first thought or association in finishing
up each sentence.

1. In classroom meetings, students

P

2. In classr#6 meetings, rules

3. In classroom meetings, teachers

4. Classroom meetings are a time

41

Worksheet #1



Objective:. To classify three types of classroom meetings according to

4 situations.

Activity 1:

CLASSROOM MEINdS TYPES

TASK DIRECTIONS

Determine the type of class meeting you would use to best deal
with each of the 5 situations listed.Use Participant Summary #3.

1. Mrs. Stevens is concerned because many of the 1.

class members did not understand the concept
Of gravity.

2. Some members of the class want to elect officers 2.
for the year.

3. John posed the problem of integration in 3.

public schools, specifically busing.

4. Mrs. Stevens asked the class what they thought 4.

about making study hall a more profitable time..

5: Cindy and many of the girls are displeased
because they could not particpate in a basket-
ball program after school.

4;'

Worksheet #2
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Objective: T9(generate topics for each .of the three classroom meeting
types.

GENERATING TOPICS.'

TASK DIRECTIONS

In a small group of 3 -4, discuss possible topics for each of the
three types of meetings. Generate at least three topicsfor each
meeting type.

. 1. Social-froblem Solving Meeting

2. Open-Ended Meeting .

r.

3. Educational-Diagnostic Meeting

Ilb

4 9

Worksheet #i
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Objective: .To learn specific behaviors *which can sabotage classroom
meetings.

SABOTAGE TECHNIQUES

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read first and then discuss with the other workshop participants
the following techniques. Put a mark by thetechniques YOU would be
most likely to use, if you wanted to sabotage your effectiveness
as a leader..

1. Ordering, dir9cting, and commanding--;

The teacher wants to keep things well under control and demands
that the child get rid of negative feelings immediately and
"sage up".

2. Warning, admonishing, or tfireatening.---

The teacher threatens the child with the consequences that will
occur if he does something.

.1. Moralizing and preaching - - -,

The teacher tells the student what ite'dhould do or what he ought
to do (what's right)'and is concerned that the childphas the
"proper" feelings.

_ 4. Advising and lecturing

The teacher tries to show his superiority by continually giving
the child solutions to his problems.

_ 5. Communicating logically and making an appeal to the child's reason-

The teacher again shows superiority by giving facts or a counter-
argument and by lecturing.

4 `4

Worksheet #4



6. Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, or blaming a Anti---

The teacher has already pronounced tr.verdict of ",guilty " ,without
a trial. He is interested in proving%that he is always right

( and that the child is always-wrong. :

7. ?raisin a reein evaluatin 'ositivel la rovin: butterin

The teacher demonstrates partiality to a student and tends to
praise the'person rather than the act.

8. Name- calling,, ridiculing, shaming---

The teacher is interested in being right and puts the student down
1 with sarcasm or joking.

_ 9. Psychoanalyzing the child., interpreting, diagnosing

With the best of intentions, the teacher tries to analyze the
\problem; so that he can be in a better'position to "set the
child straight ".

_10. Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supyorting---

Simple?reassurau a pat on the back, and the pretense that all
is well-when,it isn't are the teacher's answer to a chl1Ws.wOrries
and anxieties.

_,11. Probing, questioning, interrogating --

The teacher wants to knoVr"who, what, when, where, and why".
This could be used to excuse himself from .involvement or possibly
to gather every detail in order to solve the 'child's problem for
him.

12. Laughing, offering diverting responses, distracting the child,
or withdrawing from the relationship entirely

' ,v

The teacher also attempts to excuse himself from involvement by
treating the child's feelings lightly.

*Adapted from Effectiveness Training by Dr. Thopas Gordon.

4')
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Objective: To learn specific behaviors which can enhance leader
effectiveness in leading classroom meetings.

EFFECTIVE LEADER RESPONSES

TASK' DIRECTIONS

Read first and then discuss with the other workshop partici-

pants the following techniques. Put an X by the techniques you
do not feel 'comfortable using and an 0 by those in which you do.

1. Silence is' often an effective response.. It is necessary to

allow group members, time to think. Given 'such time, each

member will be able to idAntify something learned from the exper-
ience of other-class members. A period of silence that seems

like an eternity to the leader with .'right" answers is in
reality. only 30 seconds. Many times group members can be
counted on to fill the void of silence. And their ideas and
thoughtlfulness will produce more learning than a dozen "right"

answers.

2 The Repeat: "You tried to cooperate but had a hard time find-
ing a place to staff." A repeat lets members know they are
heard, givea,them a chance 6) hear themselves, and, gives a
opportunity for correction if the leader has perceived in-
correctly.

___ 3. Pairing: If another member has previously reported a similar
situation, "Yourjxperien9e was similar to ." or

"both you and had trouble finding a way to coop-

erate with your brothers." Misery does not love company bit

people do:4

4. Respond to Content: The "repeat" above is a content espouse

because it paraphrases whet happened. This is more comforting

than a response to feeling which will'be illustrated, later.

5. Expand: Given an opportunity most children will gladly tell
you about their xperience and in the process clarify the

situation. "C you tell us more about what your brother

was doing?" t did you try to do?"'

4V
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The member senses a genuine interest and, the desire of
others to be helpful.. The leader may Wish to build'excite-
merit either with the member or the entire group. ,The same
situation presents the opportunity.

6. Action Response: Once a basic relationship ekists between
)4, the leader and the group as well as among group members, the

leader may take action responses. The basic relationship
,means thit a supportive atmosphere exists and the response

$it

wil not be perceived as criticism or a put down.
.

_ 7. Feel g Response: °Like action responses, feeling responses
are more personal: To identify the feeling, think first in
gross terms of pain and pleasure and then narrow ta the more
specific feeling.. "You were pretty discouraged at not being.,
able to get something started." "Were you annoyed?" Again,a wrong guess enables you to improve your mark.

8. Ask for an Explanation: By comparison why qukstions are
more exciting than what, when, or where questions, but why
questions demand an explanation. "Why wouldn't'your brotherlet you help him?" "Why did you wait until yesterday to try
to cooperate with, your brother?" Most of the tpme children
do not know the "why" of their behaviors and will feel de-
fensive in their efforts to come up with the "right" answer.

Cgil-pare the feeling tone generated by the above questionswith the more comforting "When did you start yesterday?"
Where were you when you tried to cooperate?" "Who was withyou?" In general, "why" questions are probably to be avoidedby the discussion group leader but on occasion they will fitin with your-goals.

44:1
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Objecti': To role-play "selling" classroom meetings to en

administrator.

Activity:

"PUTTING IT TOGETHER"

TASK DIRECTIONS

You have been involved in learning abut classroom meetings,
their purposes,and specific skills in leading them. This activity
is a practice time for promoting their value and emphasizing aspects
of the program in a role-lilaying situation. There will be 3 roles
for each membr-\of your group to play.

Actor: teacher who wants to. begin classroom meetings
on a regular twice a peek basis.

Responder: principal'who isn't sure about the amount of
time involved and is in generll skeptical.

V

Observer : give feedback to the. actor about his/her

salesthanship and whatpoints were particularly
potent. (The responder can give feedback about
potent points too.)

1. Each person become A; B, C.

2. .For the first rokind
A Actor
B Responder
C Observer

3. Role-play the for 5 minutes.

4. Give feedback tO"..Wach other for about 3 minutes.

5. Switch roles
B Acegr
C Responder
A.- Observer

6. Go thrgugh the role- playing and feedback process as before.

7. Switch roles
C . Actor
A Responder
B Observer

43
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Objectiv To give more specifictinformation on the purposes:of
classroom meetings. ,

CLASSROOM MEETINGS
4

!

TASK DIRECTIONS )

Read this handout at your own leisure outside &work-
shop. It gives you a review and more specifics i o the pur-
poses and physical aspects of classrowmeetings.

Purposes of Classroom Meetings

1. All s dents to experience Glasser's tree omponents oi
acad is success.

volvement
-relevance
- thinking

2. Provides success experience. No one in lass can fail beCause
in a class meeting there is no right or ong answer.

3. Allows the more and less capable students in a class
interact on an equal basis.

4. Promotes cohesiveness of class.

5. Solves many classroom problems.

Physical Aspect of Class Meetings

1. Need ground rules for conducting meetings.. uo.f

-get the group. into a closed circle in the classroom,
teacher and students.

-work on an idea which has no right or wrong answer;
not a factual or simple answer; open-ended subject.
-attempt to solve the individual and group educational
problems of the class and the school - 'to solve the .

problems of living in their school world.

....

-all problems relative to the class as a group and to
any individual in the class are eligible for discussion'
-discussion itself should always be directed toward

50
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'solving the problem;
punishment or fault:

- meeting held just
recess, ett.

the solution should never include
finding ,

br to a natural class break-lunch,

2. Meeting time should be consistent.
Elementary school - at least once a day.
-High school - perhaps two or three times
- Length of indiVidual meeting wefuld vary according
to grade level of participants.

a week

1

51
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Objective: To give more specific information on the background of
classroom meetings.

fi

CI(AS,ROOM MEETRIGS

J)TASK DIRECTIONS

Read this handout at your own leisure outside the work-
shop. It gives you a review and more specifics into the
ackground of classroom meetings.

n
. . ., . They (school systems) must help people develop the

Sense that "I'm somebody, people care about me, and I
care about other people. I've learned succe sfully some
things that are useful and also make sense to me, and
while I may not be able touse them direitly Aght now
or later, they're still good and I feel goo about what
I've learned.' ,. . . .1' '-' --, *.1

-taken from "A Talk With William Glasse#,",Learning
December 1972. i( ."

-.)----

The Reality Concept - _William Glasser

Description and History:

The Reality Concept is based on the theory that a successful'
identity is found only through responsible behavior. RespOnsibility0
is defined as the ability to fulfill one's needs and to do so in-a way
that does not deprive others of the fulfillment of their needs. Respon-
sibility is brought about through an examination of goals, values, and
be*vidr, and followed.up by planned behavior changes.

The Reality Concept is one of the most recent behaviorIcha
'approaches. It was developed by Dr. William.Glasser and Dr. G.
Harrington during the 1950's during their woii, Ar the Ventura S hool
for Girls in Southern California. This concept is designed "to help
those already successful to maintain eir,competence and help others
become successful."

Principles 6f the Reality Concept (applied here to the classroom situation
1. Involvement - This begins with the teacher who needs to be

warm, sensitivedeunderstanding and honest. This kind of
relationship is essential. Only when a feeling of care and

5 2
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conceTn is established through v\involement can progree
.

1, /

occur, This care is not a blind ac6eptance of all the Child's\k
actions and feelings. It is a concern which is shown through I

praise fore acceptable behavior and rejection of unacceptable
behavior. The teacher must be tough -Jie or she must be able
t survive the anxiety- produced in buckdisapprov -situations.
I is felt that in this way, the teacher's conce is much
more real to the student when he is encouTa id become'
involved With those around him.

2. Current Behavior ;- though the-child's past d his feelings

F
about it are acknow edged in the Reality Conc t, the emphasis
is on current behaV or. It is hoped that this will discohrage.
the student from relying on his past or his feelings as
excuses for present actions. The emphast, is put on "whit"
(referring to behavioi) and "how" (referring to r actions and
feelings about behavior), rather than "why." Eh s helps
the child b(come aware of hirg behavior and to understand
that his behavior it a self-involvement that he chooses.

...,-

1f Evaluating Behavior. - Although the teacher Serves to guide
and suggest beha4ior, the final judgement on the valUe of
behavior is left to the student: He is responsible for 4.

critically judging his actions and its value to himself
and to others. When 1.child decides that an illegal or
"negative" action has value for him, he mustbe advised

.of the likely consequences of his actions and be willing
to accept them: The responsibility is in,hia hands.

1
4. Planning Responsible Behavior. - Once a value judgemeut is

made about a particular behavior, the teacher and student
work together to plan future responsible,behavior. Often
the student is at a loss in this area. The teacher guides
and suggests appropriate behaviors, but the student makes
the final decision as to what is best for him and for others
involved. Plans must beirealiatic and aPptopriatei They
are reviaaKe if found to be unworkable, but a good effort
should be made to carryit out.

5. Commitment - Either'verbal or written, the,student must
truly commit himself to the plan. Because of the involve-
ment he has established with another individual, it is
easier to commit himself. Someone else cares whether'
he succeeds, or not. This involvement is expecially
essential at this point in time. W itten,commitments are
encouraged as they often seem str cerealand more to i

the studedt. op

41
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6. Accept No Excuses -.If a plan does not work out, the values ,

professed mudt first be examined.. Lf the are still valid,
../- . .fhe plan must be re- evaluated. If the. pl is reasonable,

the individual then must either re-commit imself or completely
uncommit himself from the plan and devise a:new,laore aPpro-
priatOn feasibl One. i

If he'has. ed o re-4=ft himself to the plan;
the teacher must ne er excuse the atudent from the responsibility
of the commitment.- Excuses let the 'person off the hook, and
deny his responsibilitTr the behaiiior, or lack of.

,
.

7. No Punishment - Punishment breaks theinvolvement necessary
for'elte- erson to succeed. EncoUragement, on the other hand,
solid es involveme ) Thus, good behavior is encouraged,nA

,A, urea are de-emphas zed. Punishment tends to .reinforce.
one s failure identity and increase his sense of loneliness'

,

and hopelesiness, often resulting in withdrawal and/or hostility.
It does not allow the individual to judge his own behavior. --

Consequences of;behavior are different from punishment,

.''
which tends to be punitivet Consequences give thi.indiVidual
feedback on his behavior and allows him to redirect his actions.

A,,, P

. Materials by William Glasser:

Reality Therapy (1965)
Theldentity.Society (1971)
Schoo],s Without Failure (1968)
Parent Involvement Program (1972)

P.
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Objective: To summarize information on classroom meeting types.

CLASSROOM MEETING TYPES

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read this handout for review of the three types of
classroom meetings and to help with the following activity,
Worksheet #2.

Social-Problem Solving Meeting

Concerned with student's social behavior in school; i.e., the
seniors are particularly noisy during their free study period. This
disturbs other students and teachers.' How can this be handled?

41 problems relltivle to class as-a*roup and to any individual
,in the class are eligible for aiscussiOn.

The discussion itself s ould always be directed. 'to'solving the
problem; the solution should never include punishment or fault-
findiag. <

Open-Ended Meetings,

ti

Concerned with intellectually important subjects. Students' are asked
to discuss any thought-provoking questions, related to ,_their lives;
i.e., What would you buy if you had a-thousand dollars? 1, ,

Type of meeting which should be used most often, even where behavior
problems are most prevalent. The more it's used, the more it's
applicable.

Educational-Diagnostic Meetings

Always directly0 related to what class is studying; i.e., the classy
is disappointed that after studying the Americal Revolution, the
students still didn't feel they understood the dimensions of it.

Can be used by, the teaclir for a quick evalutation of whether teaching
procedures is the class-are effective.

vv.
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fnctoied are the game board and ea/14i needed to ''ptay

z!trit
the game deaai.,e etivity 3, Goat 3 olf the CL444ADOM
Meeting4 Sts ii Veveto Wage. In advt. to play the
game, you wilt need aaasem e the game board and cut out
the dilfifenent game can& pkovided. You witt.atzo need one

. die in °Aden to ptay the game.
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If you said something like:,

Ordering - Directing - Command

ROLL AGAIN

4 m r m41. == 4 ww m m

4 4

you said something like:

Warning,6 Admo i ing - Threatening

OLL AGAIN

S

4



BRIOEVS

Situation: Read the "Situation'card."

Nailer Response: "Bob! I don't want to

hear you talking about Mrs.' Fetters that way

again! She is the lunchroom supervisor and

you are to'do that she says1"

If the teacher consistently usds this

type of resfonse in the classroom meeting,

he will destroy the progress' of the group.

What type of sabotage technique is the

teacher using?

AIMS

f.

Situation. Read the "Situation card,"

¶, ,

Teacher Response: "Bob, if I hear you'talk that

way about Mrs. petters ,agar I will contact

your parents! An if you can't keep on the

,,topic of our gro0-dis us,sion, then you will,

have to leave the room " .

. If this le cher ca asistent1.y'uses tlis

type of response she Will destroy the progress

of Ihe,group. What type'of sabota technique

is' the teacher using?



wl

6pIr

re are usually:Iotr major steps'inlryllg

to deal wirth klamemberwho plays a consistent

and disrip4Velabotage game: (1) you respond by

referringto thecontentof his statements; (2)

you 1,t the group discuss "what is happening n w" or

"What' is really being said here"; (3) you dis ose

tlere-and-now-type ietlings; a4t(4) you eal to the

individual outside of the grokSet4pg. You have

.such a group member and Ibu have reached step #4,

*Tylaat-kindstof,things might yOu ay to this

41-

6

I
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mous

There are twelve major sabotage techniques thit

a defensive leader could "pip" while responding

,,to the group. . Wit 'ut looking at your hand-out,

"list and descrie fo of Ole sabotagektechniquei.

6
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If you said something like:

The leiderT could suggest that the child.make

a contributign to the group (i.e. helping someone

else speak gilt more.)

or,

The le der could confront the individual .11),ont?

histrposes in the form of an I-message,
''.

Or

The leader could recommend other resouces,

where the individual might obtiin additional help

(i.e. the counselor), (

or
A

The leader tight suggest the logical con-

sequence that the individual drop out of the group

fora while.

'ROLL AGAIN

V.

4

62
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If you described any four o the following:

1. 'Ordering, directing, commanding

2. Warning, admonishing, threatening

'3, Moralizing and preaching

4. Adyising and lecturing,

5. 'Communicating logic. aid making an appeal to

reason

6. Judging, criticizing, diiagreeing, blaming

7. Praising child and not the,agt; butteri up,

approying , ;

8. Name-calling, ridic4ing, shaming

9. Psychoanalyzing, interpreting; diagnos ng''

10. Reassuring,'sympathizing, consoling, upporting

Probing, questionpg, interrogating

12. Laughing, offering diverting responses,

a

distracting, withdrewing,

t.

ROLL AGAIN
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I

Situation: Read the "situation Card."

Teacher Response: "Let's look at this a bit

more, Bob., Who does Mrs. Fetters yell att...

Can you think.of a'reaSos why Mrs. Fetters',gets

'so upset?....a,

If the teScherusei ails kind of response

4 Ontinually,'he will destroy the progress of

the ciaserdi ietipg, What type of sabotage

is the teacher using?

1.

MINNS

Situation: Read the "situation card.",---
Teacher Response: "Oh, Bob - I'm sure it isn't

that bad! ,kr don't you try 'killing Mrs,

Fetters with kindness.' Tell me later how it

goeS."

This type.of response will soon discourav

any group progress. What kind of sabotage

technique' is this teacher using?



If you said something like:

Probing - Questioning - Interrogating

ROLL AGAIN

If you said something like:

Laughihg - Offering Diverting RespOnse -

Distracting the Child'- Withdrawing from the

Relationship Entirely

ROLL AGAIN.
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4

Situation: Read the "situation card."

eacher Response: "Now Bob, help me to Under-

stand this problem. Exactly what does 4j. Fetters

say when you begin to talk to each otheer And

is that talking in ,"quiet voices" or talking

loudly across the room?.,."

Continuance of this type of response will

hinder any group progress. What type of sabotage

technique is this teacher using?

V.

ampf

Situation: Read the " situation card,"

Teacher Response: "Oh, Bob, I'm sorry to hear,

about this. I'm sure, though, that if we all try

hard to help Mrs. Fetters during lunch period, it

will turn out all right."

Constant up of this kind of response during

a group meeting will inhibit progress. What type

of sabotage technique Is the teacher using?



<4.

If you said something like:

Psychoanalyzing the Child - Int preting -

Diagnosing

ROLL AGAIN

1

A

If you said something like: \

Reissuring - Sympathizing, Consoling, Supporting

ROLL AGAIN



Situation: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: "Oh, Bob! (Patronizing tone of

voice) you know you shouldn't speak that way about

Mrs. Fetters. We should always respect our elders,

dear."

If this teacher consistently uses this type

nse, she will destroy the growth of the

coup. at type of sabotage technique is the

'teacher sing?

MmaMMMInpIIhMONM.IMIMMIMMIIMW

aDVIOTIS

Situation: Read the "Situation card."

Teacher Response:

in the lunch room,

Mrs, Fetters says,

Nod, Bob, you know the situation

If AI were you, I'd just do what

Ofiboufse, another way of hand-

ling the, problem is to talk to Mrs. Fetters about

how you feel,"

This teacher consistently uses this type of

response and he islinhibiting any progress in the

group. What type of sabotage technique is this

teacher using?



i

If you said something like:

Advising - Lecturing

ROLL AGAIN

C



umays

A

\\

Situation: Read the "sivation card."

Teacher Response: 'You're a good group member

for bringing this to our attention, Bob.

Maybe we should look i4o it. You're such

good boys and girls for not causing Mrs. Fetters

a lot of trouble."

If this teacher consistently uses this tylie

of response, she will destroy the progress of

the group. What type of sabotage technique is

she using?

Situation: Read the "situation card."

Teacher Response: (4icastic tone of voice "Bob!

Of all the ridiculouS things to say! Maybe your

stoma ache is from your lunch and not from

Mrs. Fetters!"

Continual use of this type of response will

inhibit any Tgrps thi cher might hope the

group will mak What ind of (ab tage technique

is he using?



If you said something like:

Praising (the person and not the act) - Agreeing -

evaluating Positively Buttering up - Overly

kpproving

ROLL AGAIN

9

v

If you sjild something like:

iName- calling - Ridiculing - Shaming

ROLL AGAIN

J

J
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7

9

ti

Situation: Read the "Situation card."

-,b

Teacher ies se: (Patronizing voice tone) "Now

Bob sp o qink. You knowihoW loud,pd slow

it ca be hen everyone talks( instead of eating

lune M s. Fetters is just trying to keep your

lunc period running smoothly." ,

3f this teacher continues using this type

of respo se, he will inhibit any4group progres

What type of sabotage technique is the teacher

sing2 /

4

a-
4

r
L

7

t.

DMUS

4

1'

Situation: ReadLthe "Situation card.

n

. V

Teacher ,Res onse: "Bob, I doubt if Mrs, etters

would'h her you so may you weren't always

goofing off during lunch peiiodl Mrs. Fetterbis

trying to dso good 1lb why don't you Whok

g,

If tli`s teache continues using this type

tresponse4she will inhibit any grouplrowt,

type of snbott e\technique is the 4

A



If you said something like:

Col.uniCating Logic and Making an Appeal to the

Child's,Reason

r

ROLL AGAIN

r

ft

I

4

If you said something like:

11

Judging r Criticizing - Disagreeing B1ami67

ROLL AGAIN

a
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. .

Group members can also sabotage the classrolim
meetings. Their behavior is purposive and can
(usually be described by the'"four goals of mis-
CbehaViar." Without looking at any previous hand-1

.outs, Aescribe the four goals of misbehavior and
416110. tb child wants the teacher to



If you said something like: 4

Goals of Misbehavior Teacher Feeling

I. . Attention, Annoyed
.2. Power Angry, provoked,

.authority is threat6ned
-3. Revenge Deeply hurt
4. Display of Inidequacy Despair, hopelessness,

"I give up"

IN

te,

a
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SITUATION CAST

.
,

It is the second classroom meeting and the
students are learning the teChniques.of how to
function within the group setting. Today's
topic is "student responsibility at recess and
in the lunch room." The meeting is at the point
where the students are loosining up an really
getting into the discussion. Bob now esents
a related topic to the group:, Ne've een
talkin about how we should act at recess and
Minch, ut we have a big problem too. It's Mrs.
Fetters (wa woma who s employed as the lunch
room supervisor a real pain! She won't
let ud talk or augh ile we eat lunch - and
if we do, she ells a us. And we have'to eat

.

so fast all she says Is 'Hurry, hurry, hurry-
the next\group will be here soon.' (Bob mimics
her vqice0 It makes my stomach hurt. She's
dumb and IN don't like her!" 1
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Cassie excitedly reports to your classroom meeting
about.how she,succissfully was able to cooperate-with
her Sister while doing the dinner dishes. You Wive
helped her in DEVELOPING TENTATIVE HYPOTHESES and
she-is risking applying these hypotheses.

; J. p

ttA,

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

Al, is describing how he attempted to respond to
Ronnie's trying to pick a fight with him: he walked,
off Towards the other side of the playgrdund; howeVlk
wh Rohnie followed him, he ended up Alighting. -Ak

are able-to concentrate on is his Ming to the
Apo r sturgglehy exchanging blowstwAeT-rheAeader,

ou should encourage himCShe did try-td remove him-
Fs lf from the situation -as a .first step) and try
F USING ON THE POSITIVE.

GO BALK 2 SPACES ,

The goal today for the students in the classroom
meeting is to describe what they like about their
parents. As the, leadero you know. how important it
is ;c try FOCUSING-ON THE POSITIVE.

GO SACK 2 SPACES
. .!

40'41-:g
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It's the 'first session of your classroom meeting and ,
you are attempting to keep the discussion centered
around "communication_ with teachers

iff!F

and students."
However, Joan and Sally are in the,torner crit,cizing
the school system; Harold, Les, and Joe are discuss-
ing communication amollitthemselves; and the rest
of the members of the Mass look bored': This meeting
.needs STRUCTURING! ,

GO BACK 3 SPACES

. The classroom meeting-0p inA'session and the group
is discussing student responsibilities as they relate
to school. *A few of the member try toimeeuver the
discussion into a verbal attack iin various teachers'
mefhods,and requirements. As leader, however, you
bring the conversation back:topinpointing what are
the school responsibilities of children. Good
'STRUCTURING?

0 AHEAD 2 SPACES

It is the second meeting you have tried witti your
classroom and Carrie is expre4irl a concern about
-how to get along wi44 herbrothqr7 As the leader,
,,you tur &to the gto*, andAsk, Has anyshe else
. also had.thatkind of ptioblem?"' Other group members
lidentifY with the sitnatton and begifi to respond.
ood UNIVERSALIZ

0 AHEAD A SPACES ! :

4
3

.

ele

1
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.

-Susan is relating during=-the.classioom meeting about
a conflict situation she hid with hernmOther, The

result of-the confli left:some questions in her
mind about why they bo h acted the way they did,.

diately two claseimates respond to her remarks with
surh*commentt as "That kind of thing has been bother-

' ing. me too" and:rI had aeimilar experience with my
`-..jad." They are UNIVEAZING.themselves because of

rnthe patte you establisheds earlier in the group.
c, , _

11111

GO AHEAD 3 SPACES!

Sally Ann is concluding an emotional description of
how the teacher on playground duty was unfair to her.
All she receives is sympathetic (orembarrassed)
mumblings. What could really be helpful here is -

FEEDBACK from the leader and other group members; °

GO BACK 2 SPACES

f
Your weekly.classroom meeting has just begun and

Larry presentsohis problem how to react to a
neighborhood bully - befyre the class. Discussion
follows. Then,.t6 get Larry to begin to apply newly
leatned theorie6 to A speclfic situation; you lead
him through a series of questions: What specifically
happened, how did it make you feel, what-did you do,
then what happened, and su on. Youate helping
Larry in DEVELOPING TENTATIVE aPOTHESIS%

a
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'LoUis-often complains in the classroom meeting about
the way his little brothers act telltard him at home.
Yet when you try to get him to pinpoint specific
sitUations and apply the theories he has learned, he
noncommifedly replies, try." You feel discour-'
aged because you: know that TASK SETTING. AND OBTAINING
COMMUMEATS are important'urts of the learning process.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

T7

tr

The classroom meetings have bepfi going on for
several months now and the enthasiasm and involvement
are showing a definite increase:;- As. leader, you have
established the pattern of'a "homework" assignment' -
when applicable - to apply techniques 'learned during
the meets g. Mien at the'fiext class meeting the
students report about their experiences. Good TASK

AmpTING AND OBTAINING COMMITMENTS!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

The third classroom.meetlpg is over and two of the
students have come up to you ,and expressed'dissatis-
faction with the progress of ;the group. You also
have been concerned about the group's invol'Vement.
You leave the school frustrated and a bit discouraged.
SUMMARIZING duri' the meeting would have helped to
clarify feellngs and mistaken impression'S.

GO BACK 1 SPACE
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.
-. You and your students are in the middle O'f ishe
fourth clsossroom meeting. _The clisCusslon seems to
be floundering. Various members /349in to want to"
skirt tj.m subject instead of talking about tffe.. real issue at .lianel. You stop' tehls discusslon for
a minute and. ask such- questibns as:"What' is happeri,
ing to ux group, how are you feeling right - .

what .affg.fe wanting. to accomplish during- this
session?

GO AiEAD 2 SPACES

4'

4
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You.and your students are holding an_ educational-
diagnostic classroom meeting. YOU are concerned' that
the unit on the Civil War did not have a full impact
on the students.' ammy remarks that he really didn't
understnnd all the things that caused the war tti
begin. At ter a few other 'comments, Linda-also'remarks
that she didn't see thy_ the South wanted to go to war.
As the leader.you want .the students to-feel comfort-
able while risking and revealing themselves .soiyou
use a PAIRING response: "both you and,Jiimy have
similar difficulties in understanding the basic pauses
of. the Civil Ward,.

GO.AHEAD SPACE'!.
a.

This is the first classroom'meetingland theitudents.
seem somewhat ill-at-ease. You ,have decided that you
want, to establish a comfortable atmosphere for them.
to share in; so you directolost of remark's ibout
their situations to RESPONDINGAIICONTENT. For'example,
Joy' described how the six grkders often chaseand tease
them on the playground. You:react with: "You would °

like to get along with the older children'and not.
have them tease you; yet you aren't Sure how,to start?

GO AHEAD. 1 SPACE!

-Phillip id trying to-enlist the help of the oth
students In the clasargOm-meeting. He wants to
learn bow to stop the- ifay his brother picks him
It home The,group'has meet several times' ogether,
now and. you.wObldflike to buitd,slittle/More excite-
ment in the,grouP. So you ask phil/ip.,( "Tell us
more a'boti:uhat'your brother-does toyou. What do
yoti dd while he acts this way ?" Sod klae of an
EXPAND-ESPONSE.;

=

do AHEAD/ 2 SPACES!

't
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This is\ the tenth classroom InGeting and the 'students
are very interested in having, an opportunity to discuss
and receive help 'with their per,bonel. situations.
ever,- 14fetir -4.111.411 iff*ing sa writ 111401010,1-
fro. your .awn, to :teitielv;;Ipitegjefie pc010j-w
This extensive use -of CONMETENVIS responses by the"
leader lb .1snirise. CONCRETENESS'sh ld.beused spar,
ingly by the 30ader in the later gr up sessions.,

GO BACK I SPACE,

NThe REPEAT RESPONSE: Maggie has been reluaant to
gee involved in the classroom meeting discusEiions.

TOday, however, she timidly tells'of a problems
situation she is having with her brother. You want
hei to feel understood add comfortable in sharing.
So your repeat the basic content: "YO4 would like
to t along better with your brother, but you're

ng a hard time knowing-how and where to start."

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

Peter is attempt to describe at the class meeting
how his sister. t 'ases and bothers himat,thedinner
'table.'. You 'reap remember front last week .that
Jason'was-desCrib 'liar problem. 'Both.of you
seem to.haVe beha ble with sisters who tease
you." This was 'a good PA INC reSponse for yoU to

.make..4 E
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;
You are leading your second csttota,

still feel, a bitt nervous» JO,an4 hale leet
prbles she * had with her 'co 4
'What should. I, ;hiwa-,ithoniaftio
obvious to, you - yet fte r Of ' e1

volunteering nisolution.. 800 to-hilep th '
ft

you suggpst your. "right', Ilk this "a SUBNCE
would have been an effectivi Neoignee.; rfldity seconde

' may seem like an eternity to4ou -; but it would have
allowed othere,t0 get up the cdurage to Speak out.

GO NACK 1,SPACE

Jamie has just posed4c4u0Stl8CaboUkone of%the.146e
presented during the classroom Meeting._ TocideCide
use SILENCE as A response:forjamie :'.Afte*H14.09Xt,
whifiTgain - who uiUally has S.Olfa,Cult timA:speak-.
ing Wore theothers. begins to:.eolain her viewpoint
concerning the idea in'Auestion. Ppodleader4eSponset

r.. .

GO Am4p 2 SPACES.

A

' Yowhave been having blassroom meetings. fbra few
weeks and:You are not.. teaching bout the goals of
`misbehavior.: The students are of becoming involved
in. the discuss t9n very easily. To illustrate your
teaching point and to get eh discussion gOing,.you
begin to describe a-personal. example of an..attention-
getting method you used as a child. This is a good
use of CONCRETENESS'in response to the tension of
the group. .

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

1r

11
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YoU have been hayini-,veekly classrObm meetings for
many months now,- and the class has bMcome a close,
supportive grouP."Andy has brought UL a probldm
he is halving elit,hia.dlole _friend irk-'-einother classrocki.

You give an _It "fiiiiifti *1'044 you lihe to

do ebtiut it, launches Andy and the groupi,
into generating plan on hem to handle the situation.

GO AHEAD I SPACE!
k

,,. -I

Jeff came to, school this morning noticeably upset.
During the classroom meeting he explained how before'
schbol he had fallen on the didewalk, tore.his jeans,
and the other boys had laughed at him. You Oietly.
remarked: "You must have felt hurt and maybe a
little-Jenny when they Laughed at you." Good
FEELING RESPONSE.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

,

et,

Your class has been 'having meetings once a week for
several months now. A few students,are discueding
the gym teacher's methods of making each student, per-
form before the entire clads. Holly remarked, "'rester-
)day we were quppose to take turns doing cartwheels in
front of everyone. I. couldd't da One'and they Laughed
at me." YoU respond, "You mustthave felt, hurt and
embairassed when they laughed at you." Good FEELING
RESPONSE.

)

° GO AHEM; SPACES I

1 `/
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The topic being diacussed,it, -today's classroom
meeting' is "tar s and*s/consequences." Jeff
is complaining t t he waOate yesterday because
his *other dlad t maltp,,Lie he got up' in time. You
respond: "Why did your e,that getting to school iii

on time was her respou lity and npt youist" This V/
1,.ASK-FOR-AN-IRPLANATI 1 SPONS1 (the-Why-question) 1,,,

usually to be avoide y the group leader. .It is I/. .

often to confroutiv tdr a groupmember. Rarely, -,

extreme cases - wo this,type of re'sponse fit iUr;
withyourgoals./ - r,,

f.

'GO BACK 1 SPACE

;0-



What have y u done his Onat week to help someone?
-7-,

Tell Ahd oupjlabout it. /.

What is your favorite fOod? - Why?

Tell sotheona in your group rat you like about'him
or her:

a.

/
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Describe how you feel right, at this moment.

Tell about a favorite toy you had as a child.

If yOu could change the world, what one thing
would you change? Why?

;



CHANCE

At

CHANCE

CHANCE



If you could travel anywhere in the world, where'
would you like to go? - Why?

What is your favority color? - Why?

Describe the "ideal" student - use only four
adjectives.



CHANCE

°'

CHANCE

CHANCE.

14i



Give an I-Message to someone in. your group.

yr

What is your favorite T.V. show? - Why?

4

Smile at the members of your group.

c.

112



CHANCE

e

CHANCE

CHANCE



Mha, on thin ou enjoy molt about your job?

What one thing do you like least about yoUr job?

ta.

If you could change into any animal, what would
you become? - Why?

1
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